energy ; and such heating as there is must be partly due to eddy currents. I therefore maintain that p constant during a cycle (and this means that my " leakage" is constant during a cycle) is the only reasonable assumption that can be made in the present state of our knowledge.
But even if this reasonahle assumption of no hysteresis and of the constancy of p during a cycle be denied me, and if I LL'-M2 L' .
must assume the possibility of its being wrong, still must be more nearly constant than p ; for it is equal to 2Ly. And if p increases and therefore L increases, y will certainly diminish, and if L diminishes y will certainly increase. IX a paper read by us before this Society on March 6th it was pointed out that for every problem involving alternate P.Ds. in series there was an analogous problem involving alternate cuwenta in paraZleZ. This general proposition tells US that we can transform each of the P.D. equations given, for example, in our paper on " The Measurement of the Power given by any Electric Current to any Circuit," read before the Royal Society, April 9th, 1891, into a current equation, and so transform our method of calculating power by the measurement of three P.L)s. into a method of calculating power by the nieasureinent of three currents.
XXIV. Alteritate Ctwwnt and
Read June 12,1891. figure 1 , and A,, A*, A, the rentlings of the three ammeters in figure 2 , and T the resistance of the non-inductive portion of the circuit cd in each case, then the mean. watts given to ab are respectively, whatever be the nature of the circuit ab, or of the current -D (AZ-A12-A2).
L
The three-ammeter method has the advantage over the three-voltmeter method, in that the dynamo need not give a larger P.D. than that necessary to send the current through ab; it is inferior to the three-voltmeter method in that while it is possible to measure VI, V,, and V3 rapidly in succession by using only one voltmeter, it is, of course, impossible to use only one ammeter to measure AI, Az, and A3 without constantly interrupting the circuit, and hence it would be necessary to accurately calibrate three instruments if this current inethod were employed.
But the main objection to this current method is that, as than that necessary to send the current through the circuit -the power given to which we desire to measure.
( fig. 3) 
E*
It is interesting to notice that -if ab were the primary coil of a transformer, it would be when the loocl on the secondary was small, that is when the current passing through ab was small, that it wonld be most difficult, on account of lag, to measure with ordinary methods the power gireii to ab.
But that is exactly the case when it is most easy to use our pne-voltmeter and two-ammeter met>hod, since whoii the dynamo has to send little current through ab there is little objection to requiring it to send a cnrrent through cd in parallel with ab.
If the voltmeter ( fig. 3 ) be a hot wire instrument, then, since an appreciable current will pass through this voltmeter, r must be taken as the parallel resistance of cd and of the Voltmeter. It is important to observe, however, that there is no necessity t o know either of these resistances separately, since the value of r can be determined when the thrce instru- 11. AY an illustration of the general proposition to which we have referred, it may interest the Members to see what are the other analogies that we have traced out between alternate J?.L)s. in series and alternate currents in parallel in connexion with the measurement, of power. 
Mr. Blakesley's method, coii~mu~~icated to this Society in
February of' this year *, is the current analogue of our electrometer method of 1881. F o r with the electrometer inethod ( fig. 4) which is equal to -times the mean w:rtts given to ab.
While, however, our second method of using the electrometer ( fig. 6 ) gives tho answer with the mme accuracy as the first, method (fig. 4) , Mr. Blakesley's second method of joiniiig up the dynamometers in figure 7 introduces selfinduction into a circuit which ought to be entirely noninductive, and so it does not give the answer with the same accuracy as his first method ( fig. 5) fig. 8 ) we obtain from a single reading While, however, the double-needle electrometer gives us the answer with perfect accuracy, the wattmeter method is liable to inaccuracy from the circuit cd not being strictly non-inductiw.
Some years ago, at a meeting of the Institution of Electrical Engineers, one of us published the formula for the error made in using a wattmeter to measure the power given by an alternate current to an inductive circuit. Not wishing to cumber the pages of scientific periodicals with elementary mathematics, it was thought sufficient merely to state this forinula without publishing a proof. But, as OUP formula has now been introduced into text-books, and as the appropriation thereof by the writer of r?. well-known treatise has led him to supply TL proof of it involving an appalling into the array of mathematical equations, we venture to offer a proof which, although very simple, is perfectly accurate. We are the more induced to do this because we find that khis formula, and its proof for the error due to self-induction in the supposed non-inductive portion of the circuit cd, apply equally well to all the nine methods of measuring power illustrated in figures 1 to 9 of this paper.
The formula employed with such mefahods for giving the mean watts, whether it involves the reading of one instrument, as in the case of the wattmeter ( fig. 9) , or of two instruments, as with the methods iIlustrated in figures 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8, or of three instruments, as with the methods illustrated in figures 1, 2, and 3, gives with perfect accuracy r times the mean product of two currents, or -times the mean product of two P.D.s. Whether this mean product is directly proportional to the mean watts given to ab depends in all the nine cas'es on the following consideration :-
The mean product between two currents which are sine functions of the time is, as every student now knows, equal to half the product of their maximum values into t>he cosine of the phase angle between them. Therefore if the angle of lag between the current in ab and the P.D. between its terminals be 8, and the angle of lag between the current in ed and the P.D. between its terminals be 9, and if hhe maximum values of the currents in these two circuits be A,' and A i respectively, and the maximum values of the P.D.s at the terminals of these circuits be V i and V i , it follows that the formula Mr. Blathy suggested in the 'Electrician' for 1888: it is better to leave our expression for the ratio of the apparent to the true watts in the general fGrm as given in (1) rather than to put it in the derived form as given in (2).
+ will generally be positive if the resistance of cd is small ; bnt, if cd contains a doubly-wound high resistance-coil, as is generally the case when cd is the fine-wire circuit of a wattmeter, then it is quite possible to make + positive, nought, or negative. 0 may, of course, be also positive, nought, or negative, depending on whether the self and mutual induction effects preponderate or not over the capacity effect. It is therefore possible to have either 8 or 9, or both, positive or negative.
too large if B and gS be both of the same sign and B > + ;
The apparent watts will t'herefore be :-(1) Band + be both of the same sign and 8 <$; .
(1) B and (b be equal ; (2) (p be nought. 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 8, which does not require any peasuring instrument to be, placed in the noninductive circuit cd. (fig. 9) , and make the capacity of the stationary doubly-wound resistance-coil exactly balance the self-induction of the suspended and the stationary coils.
Use a Wattmeter
3. Make the resistance of the fine-wire circuit, cd, of the wattmeter small. For with a given P.D. between the terminals of cd the same deflexion of the measuring instrument can be obtained for different values of the resistance of cd if we make the number of turns in the coil or coils of the measuring instrument in cd proportional to the resistance cd. But the selfinduction of the coil or coils is proportional to the square of the number of turns, and therefore proportional to the square of r for a given deflexion of the measuring instrument. Hence tan + can be made as small as we like for a given value of p by making the resist" of cd small. This suggests a current method of measuring the power given to any circuit which is.no more wasteful of power than the methods shown in figures 2, 3, 5, and 7 ; and which, although not so accurate as those shown in fignres 3 uiid 5, is as accurate ns those shown in figures 2 and 7. The inethod ways :-is simply to use R wattmeter ( fig. 9 ), but having both its coils made of thick wire, or, as this may be called a split dynamometer, the method consists in using a split dynamometer having one of its coils in the circuit nb (t,he power given to which we desire to measure) and the other coil in a circuit ctl parallel to ab. The power will be given at once by 1-times the reading of the isstruinent and with but a very small error if r be small.
V.
Mr. Rimington has suggested a method of measuring tho iiiean value of the product ( V~-V~) ( V~-L '~) ( fig. 9 ) by means of a dynamometer, each of whose coils is in circuit with a high resistance, joined np as shown in figure 10. The objection to this method is as follows:-By making the time-constants of each of the circuits of the dynamometer a f g , d Jhg equal to one another, we can, no doubt, make the diRerence of phase in the two currents passing through the dynamometer exactly the same as the difference in phase between the current through ccb and the P.D. at the terminals of ab; but we cannot make the currents through the dynamometer coils independent of the rate of alternation. Hence, if this instrument be employed for measuring the power given to ab in the way shown in figure 10 , it must be calibrated for each rate of alternation of the current.
But although this defect exists in the employment of Mr. Rimington where 8 is the angle of lag. Now let fg and h j be two circuits in series ( fig. 12) , and let it be required to find the angle of phase-difference 8 between the P.D. at the terminals of f,q and the P.D. at the terminals of h j . Connect up the high-resistance dynamometer successively as Shawn, and let d,, dB and d, be the three deflexions obtained.
Each circuit of the dynamometer oonsists of a coil of fine wire, and a non-inductive high resistance in series with it.
Let 1. be the total resistance of each circuit, and let r# be the angle of lag between a current in either circuit of the dyna- T e, Figure 13 shows the way in which the Blondlot and Curie double-needle electromeber can be successively connected up If we desire to measure the angle of lag between the current in any circuit ab and the P,D. between its terminals, we can employ .either the three-voltmeter method ( fig. 1) or either 9f its analogues, viz. the three-ammeter method ( fig. 2) , or the one-voltmeter and two-ammeter method (fig. 3). A.00. P h p . 5-00. Ir, L.II.PL.12I. 
